
THOUGHT LEADERS

Providing lone wolf, 
technical experts a pack 
to run with since 1998

COMPREHENSIVE TEAMS

Deliver a team of solution 
experts to our customers, 
focusing on innovation

GLOBAL EXPERIENCE

Our team of 250+ Experts 
average 20+ years of 
experience and span 17 
countries

ELIMINATE RISK, CALL IN THE SPECIAL FORCES.

WHO IS SOLLIANCE?

CORE PRACTICES

Solliance, Inc. offers strategic consulting and training, software development, 
and information technology solutions to a range of clients including Fortune 100 
enterprises, mid sized companies and start-ups. Our experts serve clients across 
Finance, Retail, Health Care, Education, Bio Tech and Software industries. 
Solliance is also a major partner in several technology conferences.

DATA & AI
Analytics, machine learning, data 
pipelines, lambda architectures, 
MLOps

SECURITY
Solution wide identity, security 
and compliance

APPLICATIONS
Modern web / mobile apps and API's

MICROSERVICES
Breaking the monolith, greenfield 
design and implement 

INFRASTRUCTURE & DEVOPS
Infrastructure migration / 
modernization and automation

TRAINING
Depth tactical and strategic training

MEDIA
Branded rich media solutions and 
experiences

CLOUD
Cloud native, hybrid cloud, 
elastic and scalable solutions 
with cost controls

OUR EDGE IS IN
OUR PARTNER NETWORK Technology leaders and experts worldwide250+ Microsoft MVP’s24 Microsoft Regional Directors7 Avg years of experience of a Solliance Partner 20

Retail
customer behavioral analytics and self 
serve what-if analytics at massive scale

Finance
automated loan scoring, ESG company 
scoring, automated crypto asset portfolio 
management, automated trading

Insurance
prediction of sales leaders/laggards, 
claims processing automation with NLP 

Bio Tech
high scale computer vision 
solutions for cancer cell detection

Software
models for master data management 
and automated data validation

Journalism
NLP for sensemaking, misinformation 
and disinformation analytics

Music
global top of chart predictions, song 
de-duplication and trend analytics

Training
intro, advanced and expert level 
courses on AI, machine learning and 
deep learning

MACHINE LEARNING @ SOLLIANCE
The AI & ML team within Solliance consists of over 40 experts in data science, data 
engineering, modeling and operationalization. Solliance has been delivering machine learning 
solutions in Microsoft Azure since the private previews of machine learning and doing cloud 
data science for over 10 years.

Solliance has a long track record of delivering innovative machine learning solutions, including:


